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1

SUBJECT: DE SUPPORT FOR !!EVIEW OF GESSAR-II PEA
-

i

! On July 26, 1983, a'neeting was held by staff revic:s me.bers from DE. DST
and DSI to discuss the coordination of the review of the GESSAR-II PRA, in1 -

! particular, the review of the MK-III containaent loading and failure during
! severa accidents. During this meeting, a need was identiffed for the per-
| fontance of couputer analyses of the H,vIII contain:: cat structural respoose -

'

during severe accident conditions, including those caused by hydrogen com- '
-bustion and detonation. These analyses would provfda an independent audit.

of the containment failure modes assu::ed by GE in their PRA and ora r.eeded -l' ' - in the staff's assessment of risk for the GESSM-II design. The results
i

. of the calculations would be used by the Contaircent Systems,' Reactor
-

Systems and Accident Evaluation Branches of DSI in the detemination of .

fission product release,and plant risk. ~ . ..

! I f-
-

i
'

I request your support of this effort. It is ey understanding that DE-
'

presently has a technical assistance contract with Brookhavan National,

t.aboratory (BNL) to perfom structural analyses and that this contract '

' c:1ght be scpplemented with additional fending and revised to include the
analyses needed for GESSAR. It is esticated that $50,000 would be suf-

.

,

ficient for this effort. Based on Jesse Funches' July 21.1983, aceo to
the ERR directors regarding year-end funding, it would appear that there
is adequato funding available for this effort. Hy staff will folicw up
on this ite:s with the Planning and Progrca Analysis Staff of KRR. Since
Bill is providing the major contractor support to DST and DSI for the re-
view of the GESSfJi-II PRA, selection of B!R. to support DE in the struc-
tural analysis area should help in the coordination of the overall review
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